political scientists involved, in British universities, in the study of contemporary Italy. The meeting took place at Oriel and the outcome was, as we know, the creation of the Association for the Study of Modern Italy, of which Christopher became the first president. ASMI represented a real milestone in the study of Italy in British academe, helping to end the isolation and lack of coordination among those occupied with a not always too respected minority subject. To make the point about the levels of isolation more forcefully, it is sufficient to say that when I first met Christopher in 1967 (he had just published his major work on Italy), he still did not know Denis Mack Smith, whose college front gate was perhaps two hundred yards from his own. 'There is simply no occasion to meet', he explained.
All that changed radically with the creation of ASMI, and British Italianists of ASMItoday not only historians and political scientists, but from other fields as well -have good reason to be extremely grateful to Christopher Seton-Watson (as indeed do Italian historians of contemporary Italy, whose parallel organisation -SISSCO -was inspired directly by the example of ASMI and the first London conferences of the mid-1980s). This issue of Modern Italy is simply an attempt to register that gratitude, to acknowledge our continuing collective debt to Christopher, and to give expression to the affection that so many of us felt for him.
